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At the core of my work lies a sensitivity to materiality and making. I gravitate toward what is
readily available around me or found; acting on immediate impulses fuels the progression of my
work. When I first moved to New York City, I began making work with what was readily accessible: basic drawing materials, tape, and the walls of my studio. Growing up, I would buy supplies at my local craftstore, Hobby Lobby, or the Menards hardware store. I would attempt to
transform what I had accumulated into something that could project my imagination to a different place. The friction between the anticipated idea of what something could be and what it really
is lies at the crux of my art, as a kind of queerness.

When I entered graduate school, my investigation of space consisted of making wall
drawings strictly with tape. I played primarily with solid and dashed lines, the accepted formal
elements that constitute form and space within illustrated outlines of geometric shapes (Figure
1). I organized space with these lines, while also organizing the body within the space by scaling
the lines to my own body. The solid line is what can be seen, and the dashed line implies the rest
of the form, as if the geometric shape is translucent and we can see through it. The dashed lines
exist at an intersection of two systems: how we mechanically perceive and organize space and
form, and how we psychologically measure it to make sense of ourselves. My interest with these
first wall drawings was in dissecting and relating the representation of geometric shapes and
measuring systems; extending them into architectural space while confusing what was forward
and what was backward, examining how these lines begin to operate when broken and extended
in relation to the body.
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Figure 1: Geometric Shapes

As I continued to make wall drawings this way, I began to impose collages made of plastic, paper, and paint onto the drawn space. Further, I reconfigured both the pictorial wall space
and the physical space of the room with structures made of tape, tubing, and plexiglass. These
tape drawings began to extend to the floor, signifying where to stand; cross sectioning, the
dashed and dotted lines divided the viewer’s body into quadrants. The collage further addresses
and abstracts the middle part of the body. The calibration of the viewer’s body to the collages on
the wall symbolize the transformation of the body abstracted into pictorial space. The body is
configured and oriented within the system of lines. The body is held in place by the structure of
taped lines on the floor, and these lines trail up the wall, aiding in the translation of the body
from the physical into the drawn and collaged pictorial space — a space that delineates and reconfigures the expectation of trust and navigation within an architectural space.
!3

Installation detail, 2018.

Studio detail, 2018.
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Studio detail, 2018.
While still making wall drawings, I started making smaller drawings and collages that
would help impose a symbolic language within the graphic mapping of solid and dashed lines. I
was interested in forms that existed at the intersection of image and language and how they
would interrupt my navigation of these drawn spaces. Hieroglyphs, a symbolic language that can
be used to construct a narrative, were one of my main focuses. My ambitions behind the collaged
drawings were to relate the organic (nature and the body) to the inorganic (architecture) by using
symbols that can be read anthropomorphically or abstractly. When arranged, the forms that made
up the collaged drawings illustrate a metamorphosis or transformation of the form as it moves
along the walls of the space.
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Biomorphic Fissure, 2019. Ink on paper.

Rorschach Fusion, 2019. Ink on paper.
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Phantom Pods, 2019. Ink on paper.

Cosmic Uvula, 2019. Ink on paper.
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The drawings were split into two projects: collaged drawings made on dyed paper, and
drawings made on panel and translucent vellum coated in black acrylic paint. In both, I worked
toward creating an image-language system that relates to the body, nature, and architecture. The
drawings on vellum were made of acrylic paint finely scratched away in a process of searching
and revealing. These two drawing projects reconfigured my understanding of positive and negative space and how those can toggle back and forth. The drawings became a part of the wall because certain cuts and formal cues visually enacted parts of the wall to become a part of the
drawing; where material drawings in actual physical space start to break down the boundary that
a wall creates. A vibration between the collaged form and the architecture of the space simultaneously come forward and recede, breaking the wall down into a permeable membrane.

Transient Slip, 2019. Acrylic on vellum.
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Threshold, 2019. Acrylic on vellum.

Microcosmic Bounce, 2019. Acrylic on panel.
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Limbic Stretch, 2019. Acrylic on panel.

In my thesis installation, I have pushed the wall drawings beyond the diagrammatic sense
of space that they had been held in. The drawing is a response to the actual architectural space in
conjunction with an architectural model made of tape, wooden sticks, and plastic board. The
model is how I began to understand space in a completely different way, a space that challenges
immersion and contradiction. A space that not only hinges on the diagrammatic, but also extends
beyond the architectural bounds of the wall that the observational drawings are translated onto.
The wall drawing is a space that is perverse in that there are points of entry that only push you
out. Some passageways, portals, or experiences are visible, but not accessible (in the sense of
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one’s identity and positioning in the world). I draw cues for entry that respond to how one mechanically navigates architectural space and I collide these points of entry with spatial drop offs
or blocks that contradict our understanding and trust. The pictorial space extends or confronts the
viewer through light reflection of gloss and matte mediums which lead to a re-examination of
architectural elements such as corners and where the wall meets the floor.
Made up of charcoal dust, ink, and paint mediums, I combined observation from the architectural model with intuitive formally drawn decisions that respond solely to how my body is
navigating the architectural space in conversation with the development of a wall drawing onsite.
Introducing paint mediums activates the wall drawing; as the body moves through the space, different parts of the drawing appear and disappear due to light interactions. This formal decision
questions what exists within the pictorial space and what can be trusted or used to understand
other elements, therefore challenging the innate belief in perception and understanding.
In the middle of the space are sculptural forms that linger between geometry, architecture,
and the immediacy of lines that only exist within the boundaries of drawing. Made up of small
wooden sticks glued together, they suggest many small forms that linger between being bricks,
geometric forms, or architectural spaces and features (steps, doors, hallways). The small scale
sticks are important because they create “joints” (where each wooden stick meets another),
which feel awkward and human. The thinness of the wooden sticks is also crucial because it alters the perception of the forms as one moves around them. Built form and composition appear
and simultaneously collapse into flatness. These formal contradictions force a consideration of
vulnerability within materiality and composition. The dichotomy between presence and invisibility are the building blocks to the formal decisions I make. While the work primarily responds to
!11

architectural space and the body’s relationship to it, the specific spaces considered are spaces of
transition: doorways, passages, and stairs that function both as bridges and barriers. These transitional spaces suggest displacement in that they exist in an ‘in-between,’ just as we do while we
pass through them.

…

Friction is a component of entropy, and this friction exists in the consideration of orientation. Orientation is the ability to ground oneself upon entering a new space or moment in time; to
be oriented is to have, at one point, been disoriented. Disorientation, thus, is the failure of orientation. In this failure lies queerness, in that queerness is a lack of, or deviation from, what is
normative and expected in the constructed understanding of identity. Failure is a branch of entropy: it is what is needed as a support in order to be grounded — oriented —within a queer
space and experience. Failure, within my own queer experience, is vulnerability. Without this
failure, there is no sense of the kind of disorientation theorized in Sara Ahmed’s text, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others:
Disorientation involves failed orientations: bodies inhabit spaces that do not extend their
shape, or use objects that do not extend their reach. At this moment of failure, such objects “point somewhere else or they make what is “here” become strange.’ 1

The process of disorientation creates a position or effect of being “out of place.” When
feeling out of place, we enter a liminal space. My work is the practice of placing myself within
Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others (Duke University Press)
160.
1
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this transitional space made up of lines, symbols, and passageways, where perception is slanted
and ultimately, collapses. I am confronting and questioning my own sense of direction, locating
myself within this liminal space between what was and what is — a place of not knowing.
In Queer Phenomenology, Ahmed poses the initiatory question, “How do we begin to
know or feel where we are, or even where we are going, by lining ourselves up with the features
of the grounds we inhabit, the sky that surrounds us, or the imaginary lines that cut through
maps?”2 These are the questions I consider by reimagining and queering space through drawing.
The space in these drawings becomes an internal zone [where I confront myself with different
perspectives, forcing me to question my position,] literally within the room, and metaphorically
within a drawn space that addresses personal value systems such as trust, belief, and decision
making.
Through making, I examine how to “other” a space, dismantle it with illusion, and address the totality of queerness. To address a space within queerness is to create deviations and
points of contradiction and vulnerability within its own identity as an architectural space. The
room no longer exists as an external space that we reside in, but becomes a projection of internal
mapping and spatial understanding. It holds a new form of truth, through contradiction and broken lines, that continues to transform. The space becomes parallel to my own experience, as a
person who navigates queerness and what it means to be and feel out of place.
The absence of color has become an underlying structure within my work. I primarily
associate black and white with drawing, but I now find color to be an opportunity to further dissect modes of entropy and disorientation. I have primarily worked in black and white because it

2

Sarah Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others 6.
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is not abrasive. Black and white is compliant, and allows for different spatial and formal nuances
to occur that color may disrupt. In Chromophobia, David Batchelor writes, “Color is the shattering of unity. It is as if color begins not just to interrupt the process of self-formation, but to throw
it into reverse; it is as if color serves to de-differentiate the self and deform the world.”3 Color
provides me the opportunity to further articulate a separation between the two spaces in my thesis installation: the structural space I am physically in (color) and the drawn space I am projecting into (black and white).
The introduction of color into my built physical spaces allows the work, and the space, to
extend further into liminality and entropy. [Into places of transition. Rather than entropy being an
idea that is depicted, entropy (through the use of color, and the relationship between the color
space and the black and white space) exists as a going against and a going toward, contradiction.
The wall is no longer just an illusionistic pictorial space, but now becomes a permeable membrane between physical space and pictorial space. The wall becomes a liminal space as the colored structures on the ground of the installation extend pictorially beyond physical space and into
the black and white space. These structures come into form based on perspective (positive and
negative space relationships) and collapse as those perceptions are slightly altered or misinterpreted by the body’s movement.]
The wall and floor become separate points of spatial transformation. The wall drawing
handles an infinite spatial understanding and the floor sculptures navigate a finite spatiality, in
that they exist within our own physical space where entropy and failure are inevitable beyond the
sculpture’s own physical means. This is the key difference between the two realms of space: the

3

David Batchelor, Chromophobia (Reaktion) 82.
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physical space and projected drawn space. The drawn space is one that we look at and experience
in a 1:1 scale relationship. The physical space of the floor that the small structures exist in is one
where scale teeters between 1:1 and miniature; it is one that we are looking into as an outsider
versus directly experiencing. The scale relationship has changed dramatically, but still flickers in
relation to our own body with brick-like forms that relate to our understanding of architecture.
Both spaces extrapolate queerness through entropy and failure of the limitations in which they
exist.
Odili Donald Odita’s installation Give Me Shelter explores the body and space explicitly
through color, abstraction, and pictorial space. I look to Odita’s work because he specifically traverses, within his wall works, ideas related to identity and the body and how they relate directly
to the spaces we inhabit. As Odita explores blackness, as well as his own positioning through
color, I explore queerness, with its duality of sexuality and otherness. Through drawn and constructed spaces that reconfigure expectations of perceiving and positioning myself within a system, I strive toward spatial ambiguities between the physical constructed color objects and black
and white pictorial space that emphasize the nuances of identifying as queer; nuances that arise
every time we enter a new space and make sense of how we should be perceived and understood;
nuances of queer characterization and how much of that should be revealed or hidden.
Both constructed and drawn, lines still form the foundation of my work. Long and short,
dashed and curved, lines operate at the center of how we understand and follow direction. Lines
on maps articulate which direction to move, the edges of buildings, streets, and sidewalks are
lines that allow us to navigate proximity and when to turn, enter and exit. We write and think
with lines. As Ahmed notes that,
!15

Lines give matter form and create the impression of “surface, boundaries and
fixity.” The lines we follow might also function as forms of “alignment,” or as ways of
being in line with others. Being “in line” allows bodies to extend into spaces that, as it
were, have already taken their shape. Lines become the external trace of an interior
world, as signs of who we are on the flesh that folds and unfolds before others.4
I build lines into systems that spatially contradict each other: overlapping, cutting off,
lingering awkwardly, erased and redrawn. These contradictions result in planes that begin to
function “out of place.” The planes come forward, recede, and become oriented in unexpected
ways. Ahmed states that lines are a system of measurement (understanding, proximity, position)
in order to orient oneself, I use lines to do the opposite.
I use lines to slant perspective. I initially create lines that respond to the architecture of
the room in which our body knows already how to adapt. From there, I use lines to completely
disorient and displace. I call into question lines, as a system automatically ingrained in our trust
and understanding, as a mode of deconstruction of perception and placement within physical and
pictorial space. I continue to add line and delineate space until I begin to feel grounded within
my disorientation. Robert Smithson notes in his essay, Entropy and the New Monuments, “Total
disorder provides a maximum of information; and since information is measured by order, a
maximum of order is conveyed by a maximum of disorder.”5 (cite 15) This process of navigating
failure and disorientation within space is queer adaptation; what it means to accept or negotiate
one’s positioning and identity in spaces where that is challenged.
Al Held and Julie Mehretu are both painters who articulate a two-dimensional site of spatial disorientation. In general, Mehretu’s newer work, formally similar to ancient wall or cave
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Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others 14-15.
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Robert Smithson, Robert Smithson, the Collected Writings (University of California Press) 15.
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paintings, consists of smudged marks and depicted deconstructions of architectural façades.
Held’s paintings are more systematic and geometric, relying on form, line, space, and light to
completely unhinge the viewer’s expectations and understandings of how to navigate and respond to forms and space. Both artists create a sense of dislocation and entropy within our own
expectations of observed physical space through the manipulation of pictorial space.
While I am primarily dealing with pictorial space in a modernist sense, I am also interested in engaging with the mapped space found in early cave paintings and wall engravings, the
spatially transformative paintings in Nefertari’s tomb, as well as perspective in Raphael’s rooms
of the High Renaissance. Instead of the depiction of a fixed scene or moment of time, I am interested in engaging with the perspective of early murals, extending the illusory architectural space
while also navigating movement and transformation through a cubist approach to space, which
emphasizes the flat two-dimensional surface of the picture plane, to memorialize and suspend
queered space into orientation and disorientation.
I am concerned with bridging together drawing and installation in an attempt to articulate
an immersive sense of space that constructs and collapses our expectations and ability to feel
grounded. My work contends with how an illusionistic pictorial space can meld or not by creating a system that, due to disorientation, naturally collapses at points. As a site for perspectival
and spatial transformation, my work exists within a realm where vulnerability and contradiction
form one’s experience. Considering the tectonic duality of entropy, and within that queerness,
these drawn and structural cues of queering space lead to questioning values that lie at the core
of human experience: trust, positioning, understanding, and navigation.
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